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A bi-weekly email newsletter that informs the 
recipients about individual aspects of pet adoption. 
Audience members are initially gathered from an 
online interest survey while Ladapaw Letters works 
towards a well-known presence through web and 
platforms like Instagram -- to come.

Insightful, innocent, and colorful, the concept will 
bring forward knowledgeable tips and details 
regarding adopting pets, and what to expect after. 
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3Animal shelters and rescues are in 
constant search for bringing in-need 
animals to loving families. Because 
shelters have limited space, it’s not 
uncommon that animals who 
don’t get adopted are at risk 
of euthenization. 
According to the ASPCA, 
approximately 920,000 shelter 
animals are euthanized each year. 
Rescuing animals saves lives.  

The humanization of pets is increasingly popular, and with this, owners are 
actively deciding to better feed, exercise, and prioritize their pets well-being.

hence the slogan: 

adopt, don't shop. 

Puppy mills are factory-
style breeding grounds that 

prioritze profit over animal 
welfare. Because of this, they 

churn out puppies and kittens as 
fast as they can, resulting in often

ill-health and quick disposal of
animals that would otherwise 
need help.
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To Educate.
Beyond raising awareness about what comes with adopting pets, there are 
certain and individual features that could educate audiences, like behavioral 
training and dietary needs that may come hand-in-hand with rescue animals.
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its use

Awareness.
Sending these newsletters 
should help bring awareness 
about the good and the bad of 
adopting and shopping for pets. The 
campaign slogan “adopt, don’t shop” is 
well-known, but does everyone know why? 
There are many pieces of information about 
domestic animals that could reach audiences on a 
quick and deep level through each newsletter, and 
help them understand why they should be aware of the 
differences with each. 



To Educate.
Beyond raising awareness about what comes with adopting pets, there are 
certain and individual features that could educate audiences, like behavioral 
training and dietary needs that may come hand-in-hand with rescue animals.

Research
To plan the content, research is a necessary first step. Thorough information will 
guide the planned topics for each newsletter and ensure the information is credible.
Research TO COVER:
The research to cover is very broad and will be never-ending as long as 
Ladapaw Letters is active.
•It will begin with general facts and statistics about adopting pets and puppy mills.
•From there, more will need to be uncovered like what comes with adopting
pets vs. shopping for pets, i.e. trainability, food habits, socialization,
understanding backgrounds and breeds, etc.
•Asking the audience members what they want covered will be
another way to gather necessary research, and leads way
for potential stories to tell within some of the newsletters.
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6Content
The goals behind the look and feel of each newsletter will be similar to an 
infographic. Each will include written facts and statistics, visual graphs/maps/
images as necessary, and will be dependent on the specifc topic of the 
newsletter. Once the content is developed, pieces of the letter will be animated 
to help tell the visual story. 
Each newsletter will follow the below order of operations.
Pre-production:

•Topic - the topic will vary with each newsletter. It will be specific
and based heavily on research, i.e. training a timid [recently adopted] dog.
•Visual script - this includes the written and visual information that’s necessary
for the topic of the newsletter.
•Storyboarded visual template - this guides the overall look of each newsletter,
including all planned details and animations.
Production:

•Build the newsletter using programs like Illustrator, After Effects, and Photoshop
following the plans from the pre-production phase.
Post-production:

•Edit & post into a scheduled email sender to the identified audience.W
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LADAPAW LETTERS

Content
The goals behind the look and feel of each newsletter will be similar to an 
infographic. Each will include written facts and statistics, visual graphs/maps/
images as necessary, and will be dependent on the specifc topic of the 
newsletter. Once the content is developed, pieces of the letter will be animated 
to help tell the visual story. 
Each newsletter will follow the below order of operations.
Pre-production:

•Topic - the topic will vary with each newsletter. It will be specific
and based heavily on research, i.e. training a timid [recently adopted] dog.
•Visual script - this includes the written and visual information that’s necessary 
for the topic of the newsletter. 
•Storyboarded visual template - this guides the overall look of each newsletter, 
including all planned details and animations. 
Production:

•Build the newsletter using programs like Illustrator, After Effects, and Photoshop 
following the plans from the pre-production phase.
Post-production:

•Edit & post into a scheduled email sender to the identified audience.
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